Abstract:!After!over!a!century!of!language!nationalism!and!almost!as!long!a!period! of!intense!competition!and!mutual!contempt,!in!post;liberalisation!and!post;low! caste!assertion!India!the!boundaries!between!English!and!Hindi!have!recently! become!more!porous,!and!the!hold!of!both!"pure!Hindi"!and!"British/pure!English"! has!become!much!more!limited.!English!is!of!course!still!the!language!of!greater! opportunities!in!local!and!global!terms,!and!increasingly!so,!but!as!low;caste! politicization!and!literacy!widen!the!sphere!of!Hindi,!and!the!"new!middle!class"! remains!resolutely!bilingual!in!its!everyday!and!entertainment!practices,!the!relation! between!English!and!Hindi!has!become!more!a!relationship!of!parallel!expansion,! though!still!perceived!in!public!discourse!as!a!zero;sum!game.!!
The!real!triumph!of!the!rise!of!Hinglish!isn't!that!it's!beaten!back!the! English!of,!well,!the!English.!That!brand!of!English!doesn't!exist!any! more;!in!India,!it's!under!siege!from!students!who're!rattoing!too!hard! for!their!papers,!yaar,!to!care!whether!they're!speaking!the!Queen's! English!or!some!joshed;up!masala!mix.!! ! ! (Roy!2004 )! ! It's!India's!self;confident!voice!rising!above!the!subservience!that!was! once!expressed!in!an!English!way…!'Hinglish'!is!all!about!the! ascendant!and!emergent!force!that!is!modern!India.!If!language!reflects! national!identity,!the!speed!at!which!'Hinglish'!is!being!adopted!sends! out!very!loud!cultural!and!economic!signals!to!the!rest!of!the!world.!! (Khanna!2010)! ! These!are!some!of!the!upbeat!claims!that!are!being!made!on!behalf!of! Hinglish,!a!moniker!used!to!cover!a!wide!range!of!code;switching!and!mixed! language!phenomena!that!combine!English!and!Hindi.
1 !In!common!parlance! in!India!Hinglish!indexes!code;switching!and!language!mixing!between! English!and!Hindi!within!either!an!English!or!Hindi!matrix,!but!also!Indian! English!as!well!as!English!in!Devanagari!script!or!Hindi!in!Roman!script. 2 !But! while!from!a!linguistic!point!of!view!Hindi!cannot!be!considered!a!stabilized! creole!or!a!fused!lect,!the!fact!that!a!single!term!is!used!for!what!several! commentators!have!pointed!out!are!a!multitude!of!different!varieties,! practices,!registers,!styles,!trends,!and!social!forces!is!itself!significant,!since! one!of!the!large!claims!being!made!for!Hinglish!is!that!it!is!a!unifying!force! that!is!breaking!down!once!stiff!social!barriers!between!English!and!Hindi!(or! EMT!and!HMT).
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!As!such,!Hinglish!is!presented!not!just!as!the!language!of! urban/metropolitan!youth!culture,!but!also!as!the!language!of!a!new,! enterprising!and!confident!India,!in!which!skills!and!the!right!attitude!trump! social!and!caste!background,!and!economic!prosperity!and!global!presence! have!translated!into!a!growing!confidence!in!one's!own!culture!and! language. 4 !Hinglish!is!projected!as!both%the!informal!language!of!the! globalized!Indian!middle!class!and!the!aspirational!language!of!the!upwardly; mobile!vernacular!lower;middle,!middle,!and!working!classes!who!are! "asking!for!more",!but!who!clearly!have!very!different!linguistic!repertoires! and!grasp!of!and!within!the!two!languages.!! ! Code;mixing!and!switching!between!English!and!Hindi!(and!other! Indian!languages)!has!a!long!history!that!goes!back!to!colonial!times,!and! Hindi,!like!other!Indian!languages,!has!an!equally!long!history!of! accommodating!English!loanwords! (Snell!1990 ,!Sharma!2011 .!Mixing!was! then!largely!a!phenomenon!of!spoken!language,!though!some,!but!by!no! means!all,!writers!also!used!it!in!writing,!usually!for!satirical!purposes!or!in! order!to!valorise!linguistic!inventiveness!and!current!language!practices.
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!By! comparison,!what!we!see!from!the!1990s!onwards,!i.e.!in!the!post; liberalization!period,!is!a!new!tolerance,!indeed!a!preference!for!Hinglish!in!the! 2 !I!broadly!follow!Auer's!(1998)!use!of!the!terms!code;mixing!and!mixed!language.! 3 !'Is!Hinglish!a!single!force?!Just!one!idea?'!muses!advertising!guru!and!commentator!Santosh! Desai.!'Or!is!it!a!combination!of!several!ideas-a!word!that!captures!multitudes!of!different! strands!or!strategies…?!Are!there!different!intentions!at!work!there?'! (Desai!in!Kothari!and! Snell!2011,!p.!203) .! 4 !As!CEO!of!FM!Radio!Mirchi!Prashant!Panday!puts!it!in!rather!stark!terms,!'Since!1991,!when! liberalization!happened,!economic!policy!and!progress!started!to!dismantle!the!caste! system-the!age;old!system!where!you!occupation!was!pre;decided!by!the!caste!and!place! you!were!born!in.!Today,!development!has!become!much!more!egalitarian-which!strata!you! come!doesn't!matter.!As!long!as!you!have!the!right!skill!set!and!the!right!attitude,!you!can! join!any!sector'!(Panday!in !Kothari!and!Snell!2011,!193) .!! 5 !Documented!examples!range!from!R.!Kipling! (Sharma!2011) ,!Urdu!poet!Akbar!Ilahabadi! (Nijhavan!2010,!269; 271) ,!P.!Renu's!1954!Hindi!novel!Maila%Anchal! (Hansen!1981) ,!and!of! course!S.!Rushdie's!Midnight's%Children!(savagely!dismissed!in !Trivedi!2003 !and!more! judiciously!analysed!in!Srivastava!2005 .! various!guises!mentioned!above!in!a!host!of!contexts!where!mixing!would!not! have!been!allowed!or!was!a!marginal!phenomenon!before:!TV!news,! newspapers,!advertising,!Hindi!film!dialogues!and!songs,!etc.!Indeed,!the!26! September!2011!government!circular!that!directed!civil!servants!and!clerks!to! write!their!files!in!"simple!Hindi",!i.e.!Hindi!with!current!English!words! rather!than!Sanskrit!coinages,!aroused!public!controversy!but!also!showed! that!an!official!barrier!had!been!pulled!down.
6 !! ! As!an!example!of!code;mixing!and!code;switching,!Hinglish!has!been! studied!extensively!by!linguists,!who!typically!focus!on!live!spoken! interactions!between!individuals. 7 !A!few!linguists!have!studied!language! mixing!in!scripted!cultural!products!such!as!TV!serials,!films,!and!novels,!and! their!approaches!provide!valuable!models!for!textual!and!for!cultural!studies! scholars.
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!But!while!linguists!have!been!meticulous!in!tracking!and!analysing! speakers'!interactions,!when!it!comes!to!the!broader!cultural!and!social!fields! in!which!these!interactions!take!place!and!the!meanings!they!carry,!their! categories!can!become!quite!generic!(e.g.!Y.! Kachru!2006) .!For!this!reason,!it! seemed!useful!to!disarticulate!Hinglish!and!try!and!identify!the!specific! contexts!in!which!speakers!as!well!as!cultural!products!use!Hinglish!as!sub; fields,!each!with!its!own!institutions,!forces,!and!logics,!and!where!different! language!ideologies!coexist!or!clash.
9 !Moreover,!the!intense!re;mixing,!re;use,! and!re;accenting!of!Hinglish!catchphrases!such!as!"Dil%Maange%More"!(this! heart!asks!for/longs!for!more)!or!"Emotional!atyachaar"!(emotional!torture)! showing!how!much!Hinglish!is!a!consciously!citational!code!(with!invisible! inverted!commas)!constructed!and!circulated!through!the!commercial! systems!of!advertising,!TV!media,!films,!and!radio,!which!in!turn!eagerly!pick! up!innovative!phrases!from!speakers.
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!In!this!perspective,!even!the!historical! tendency!to!include!English!loanwords!can!become!a!self;conscious,!re; 6 !Reactions!in!Hindi!media!were!mixed:!some!positive!(Saini!2011),!but!most!were!critical,!e.g.! 'Hindi!par!phahraya,!Hinglish!ka!parcham'!(2012).! 7 !The!bibliography!is!vast,!from!B.! Kachru!1975 !and!1978 ,!Malhotra!1980 education!in!the!child's!learning!process!(including!language;learning!skills),! there!is!very!strong!popular!perception!that!in!order!to!learn!good!English!so! as!to!join!the!enchanted!circle!of!English;speakers!and!gain!access!to!the! opportunities!they!have,!a!child!must!learn!English!from!the!youngest!age! possible.!In!order!to!achieve!that!aim!many!schools!enforce!a!rule!that! prohibits!speaking!in!one's!first!language!in!the!pre;school!and!primary! school!space!so!as!to!avoid!first;language!interference.!Two!direct! consequences!of!the!boom!in!private!English;medium!schools!and!of!their! insistence!on!English;only!proficiency!that!devalues!first;language!skills!are! first,!limited!competence!in!English!despite!attending!English;medium! schools!because!of!the!poor!quality!of!teaching!and!of!the!teachers'!own! proficiency;!and!second,!decreasing!written!and!reading!competence!in!one's! first!language!in!English;medium!schools,!so!much!so!that!one!can!apply! many!of!the!observations!on!language!shift!in!migrant!communities!to!Indian! schoolchildren!within!India!(see!Auer!1998!for!studies!on!language!shift).!As!a! result,!the!competence!in!reading!and!writing!Hindi!English;educated! children!becomes!strictly!functional.! Against!this!background!of!formal!English!enforcement!and!aspiration,! Hinglish!nonetheless!plays!a!crucial!role!in!education!and!school/college!life,! both!as!a!"furtive!tongue"!and!a!necessary!bridge,!and!as!an!informal!and! inclusive!language!identity.!Many!college!teachers!testify!to!the!pragmatic! need!to!use!a!mixture!of!English!and!Hindi!to!teach!students!who!ostensibly! went!through!an!English!education,!and!to!create!their!own!teaching! materials!in!the!absence!of!Hindi!translations!of!key!texts. 
